
3. Disasters,
Pseudodisasters
& Critical Thinking

Pseudodisaster: a situation in
which the public incorrectly
believes that a disaster is either
under way or imminent

Disaster: a calamitous event, esp. one
occurring suddenly and causing great
loss of life, damage, or hardship

Tough question: how to
decide when to worry?

11/30/90 Chicago Sun-Times

11/12/90
NYT



December 1990 prediction didnʼt
materialize

AP

New Madrid earthquake disaster
regularly predicted



Forecasts of doom get even louder
as 1811-12 bicentennial approaches



Activity 3.1
Disaster

Preparation

What would the total
cost be?

Does this seem to
you like a good use

of public funds?



Apocalyptic claims:

215,000 people looking for shelter
715,000 buildings damaged

 86,000 casualties, including 3,500 fatalities
$300 billion in direct economic loss

How can we decide whether to worry?
One way, look at other disaster predictions

2009



1975 PALMDALE BULGE – uplift reported

USGS director stated that “a great earthquake” would occur “in
the area ... possibly within the next decade” that might cause up

to 12,000 deaths, 48,000 serious injuries, 40,000 damaged
buildings, and up to $25 billion in damage. California Seismic

Safety Commission stated that “the uplift should be considered
a possible threat to public safety” and urged immediate

preparations…
35 years later, nothing yet..

SAF



CDC reported "strong possibility" of
epidemic. HEW thought "chances
seem to be 1 in 2” and “virus will

kill one million Americans in 1976."

President Ford launched program
to vaccinate entire population
despite criticsʼ reservations

40 million vaccinated at cost of
millions of dollars before program
stopped by reactions to vaccine

 About 500 people had serious
reactions and 25 died, compared to
one person who died from swine flu

1976 SWINE FLU
“APORKALPSE”
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Much ado made that
on January 1, 2000
computer systems
would fail, collapsing
technological society
U.S. led by FEMA &
other governments
established major
programs

Estimated $300
billion spent on
preparations

Few major problems occurred,
even among businesses and

countries who made little or no
preparation



2003
bioterrorism

scare



Activity 3.2

How did you and people you know respond to
the “duct tape” warning?

Why?
Today, how do you feel about your decision?



2008:
National
Weather
Service
predicts

Hurricane
Ikeʼs path,

with
uncertainty

95% co
nfidence



Ikeʼs actual track



< 50
deaths
from

40,000
who

ignored
warning

and stayed
on

Galveston
Island



Activity 3.3:
What features do the unsuccessful

predictions have in common?
What questions might have been asked

at the time that would have helped?



“Apocalyptic claims do not have a good track
record… arguments that simple, easily

understood numbers are proof that the future
holds complex, civilization-threatening changes

deserve the most careful inspection.”

More Damned Lies and Statistics: How Numbers Confuse Public
Issues     by J. Best

Problems common to many disaster
forecasts:

Spurious precision (numbers)
Little attention to accuracy (how realistic)
Uncertainties ignored or underestimated



Activity 3.3:
Why are disaster concerns common?

"Crime rates plunge, while surveys show Americans
think that crime rates are rising. At a time when

people are living longer and healthier, people are
worried about iffy illnesses.”

The Culture of Fear
Sociologist B. Glassner

Do you agree? Why or why not?  If so, why is this
happening?



Researchers hypothesize several causes:

1) For institutional reasons, government agencies feed them.

"Bureaucrats use fear by playing Chicken Little. They can claim
at every turn that disaster may be coming, keeping their budgets

high and avoiding blame should disaster really strike.”

False Alarm: the truth about the epidemic of fear
M. Siegel, NYU Medical School

An official “may make speeches and promote policies that
convey deep concern about the very waste spill that he actually

considers harmless.”

Risk and Reason
C. Sunstein (University of Chicago law school)



2) Scientists try to promote their research

“Many scientists who inform us do us a disservice
by overdramatising their concerns.”

“Scientists need to learn to be excited by what we
do without telling a premature story. We can

alarm people unnecessarily. And then we're stuck
with the story, right or wrong."

False Alarm: the truth about the epidemic of fear
M. Siegel, NYU Medical School



3) Media play up fears

In most cases they know the story is hype but the dynamics
of the business encourage them not to say so. There's an

incentive not to ask hard questions.

"I don't like reporting the overhyped stories that unnecessarily
scare people, but these are my assignments."

"Many news teasers use the line 'Are you and your family at
risk?' The answer is usually no, but that tagline generates
concern in every viewer and keeps us tuned in. If we didn't

fundamentally misunderstand the risk, we probably wouldn't
watch.”

False Alarm: the truth about the epidemic of fear
M. Siegel, NYU Medical School



4) We like being a
little scared

We enjoy horror
movies, Halloween, and

roller coasters.

Because we know that
the predicted

disasters are unlikely,
we aren't surprised

when they don't happen
and get excited when
another is predicted.



      “Disaster chic” is fun and harmless unless
people believe the fears.

As H. Aldersey-Williams and S. Briscoe
explain in their book Panicology,

"there are serious emotional, social and
economic costs to panic... Weʼd be lot

happier if we insisted that people prove their
case before making dire pronouncements.

We shouldnʼt be wasting time worrying about
a lot of stupid things.”

Need to think critically when assessing a
disaster prediction



Distinguish between hazards
and risks for earthquakes or
other natural disasters.

Hazard is natural occurrence
of earthquakes and the
resulting ground motion and
other effects.

Risk is the danger the hazard
poses to life and property.

High hazard areas can have
low risk because few people
live there, and modest hazard
areas can have high risk due
to large populations and poor
construction.

Disasters occur due to
interaction of natural

processes with society

Hazards canʼt be reduced by
human actions -

but risks can.



U.S. average ~20 deaths per year, but can be many
more for large earthquake

Some foreign countries much more (more people
living along plate boundary, weaker construction)

~11,500 deaths/yr worldwide
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U.S. EARTHQUAKES

Infrequent, but
occasionally major,

fatalities and damage

Moderate (M 6.7) 1994
Northridge earthquake:

58 deaths, $20B damage

Challenge: find mitigation
strategy that balances

cost of safer construction
with benefits, given other

possible uses of
resources

Needs careful thought

US earthquake average
~20 deaths per year

Typical annual US deaths



Activity 3.4: Critical Thinking

The National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children is quoted as having
said, "Every day 2,000 children are
reported missing."

- Use this number to estimate the fraction of the nation’s
children that would be missing each year

- What would this predict for your school over any year
and over your career?

- How does this compare to your experience?

- From your experience, estimate a realistic upper
bound for this fraction


